**Made a Great Hit**

But it was not unexpected. When the International Association of Newspapers and Authors selected one of the brightest and most interesting of Frances Hodgson Burnett's novels for the second in their series of representative books by world-renominated authors—a new title and author each week—it was a foregone conclusion that "**A FAIR BARBARIAN**" would not fail to be a HUGE SELLER. The story is one which strikes home, and every one who has a boxing acquaintance with the true type of American womanhood will appreciate the humor of the experience Mrs. Burnett's heroine had when visiting her English relatives. You will be highly amused at the articles way in which the "Fair Barbarian" stormed the citadel of Continental prejudice and brought both sexes to her feet.

No one but a misanthrope could fail to appreciate this story. The book is artistically bound in cloth and printed from the original blocks of the $1.25 edition and now obtainable for a limited time at **Only 25c a copy**

Other bargains in this unprecedented sale are selling by thousands daily as follows:

**Liberia in New Century**

If progressing commercially and financially, as new gold mines soon to be developed—interesting talk with the Chief Justice.

**AMUSEMENTS.**

Next Week—"THE UNCALLED," by Paul Lawrence Dunbar. Full particulars in Monday's Post.

The Association arrangements are said to be superbly satisfactory. The various reading and play lecture series will be given more attention this year than for years, and those who have the program means of attending the lectures and play recitals will be able to get their file on the program' and have the various lectures of the season. The Association has the most progressive methods of operation and the general tone of the lectures and recitals will be high in all branches of the program.

**GARDEN HOSE.**

**HYDRANT.**

**WHAYNE MFG CO.**

324 Fourth Ave.

**Summer Excursions**

**50c Round Trip**

CITY OF LOUISVILLE

CITY OF CINCINNATI

**50c round trip.**